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Abstract. The paper presents a method for automatic detection of “non-trivial”
word combinations in the text. It is based on automatic syntactic analysis. The
method shows better precision and recall than the baseline method (bigrams). It
was tested on a text in Spanish. The method can be used for enrichment of very
large dictionaries of word combinations.

1 Introduction
The concept of word combination is related to the possibility of different words to
appear together in the text connected by a syntactic link. The task is not computationally trivial because syntactically connected words can be linearly far from each other,
i.e., separated by other words.
There are different types of word combinations. Some word combinations are
fixed, like idioms, e.g., to kick the bucket or lexical functions like to pay attention
[14]. In case of idioms and lexical functions, the meaning of the whole cannot be
deduced from the meaning of the constituent words. In idioms, usually all words loose
theirs meanings. As far as lexical functions are concerned, only one word (in case of
our example, attention) keeps its meaning, while the other word (to pay) expresses
standard semantic relation between actants of the situation. Detailed description of
lexical functions can be found, for example, in [14] or other works by Mel’čuk. Since
the meaning of the combinations is not a sum of the meanings of the words, there are
severe restrictions for compatibility in lexical functions. Namely, if we want to express the given meaning and the words that conserves its meaning is known, then
usually the choice of the other word is predetermined.
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In free word combinations, the meaning of a whole is obtained by summing the
meanings of the constituent words. Still, always there are semantic constraints for
compatibility even in free word combinations. For example, for the verb to eat, it is
expected that its dependent (direct object) will be certain kind of food, etc. Thus,
some words have a broader compatibility than the other, for example, to see can be
combined with practically any physical object, while to read only with something that
contains written material (some metaphoric usages are possible also), etc.
For denoting some “important” word combinations, a term collocation is used.
There is no commonly accepted definition of collocation. In a strict sense, only idioms and lexical functions are collocations because they contain the information that
cannot be deduced. Nevertheless, this contradicts to common practice [1, 2, 15], when
frequent word combinations are also considered collocations.
In NLP tasks, a dominating approach for defining collocations is based on the mutual information of words. We can see that some pairs of words have high conditional
probability, i.e., if we encounter one word in the text, then the probability to encounter the other word is relatively high; while the conditional probabilities of the majority
of randomly chosen word pairs are very low. It is called mutual information. This is
purely statistic point of view that ignores the semantic properties of word combinations. In many works, collocations (in the sense of mutual information) are detected
automatically [4, 9, 11, 12, 16, 18]. In [16], some syntactic heuristics are used additionally for filtering the obtained collocations. Nevertheless, these methods ignore the
overwhelming majority of word combinations including lexical functions and idioms
that do not have sufficiently high frequency.
Are idioms, lexical functions, and free word combinations useful in natural language processing? The answer for idioms and lexical functions is obviously positive.
Free word combinations (even without sufficient mutual information) are also useful
for many NLP tasks; see, for example, [3, 8, 13, 17]. This idea is supported by manual
development of the dictionaries of word combinations [2, 5, 6, 7, 15].
In this paper, we propose a method of automatic detection of word combinations of
different types based on the automatic syntactic analysis (parsing).
The proposed method can be used for semiautomatic enrichment of the dictionaries
of collocations and free word combinations. For example, one of the largest dictionaries of this type is CrossLexica [5, 7, 8] that contains about 750,000 word combinations for Russian language. CrossLexica was compiled manually during about 14
years. We hope that our method can facilitate substantially the compilation process.
In the rest of the paper, we first describe the method of automatic detection of word
combinations, evaluate its performance, and finally draw some conclusions.

2 Experimental Setting
We conducted our experiment for a randomly selected Spanish text available from
Internet (Cervantes Digital Library). In our experiments, we used probabilistic parser
and CF-grammar with unification for Spanish language described in [10].
In the experiment, we apply the program that performs syntactic analysis, obtains
word combinations with corresponding relation between words, filters them, and
stores them in a database.

For filtering, we use both syntactic and morphological features. Say, we filter out
relations with pronouns and articles according to morphological filters. In addition,
we apply syntactic filters, according to which only word combinations that have the
following syntactic relations are left: verb-subject, verb-object (direct or indirect),
noun-modifier (adjective or other noun), verb-modifier (adverb). The other syntactic
relations are filtered out. The name of relation is stored as well.
Some special cases are: (1) coordinative relation (for example, to read newspaper
and magazine should give two word combinations to read newspaper and to read
magazine), so, we split the relation; (2) relation with preposition. In case of prepositions, we took the dependent word of the preposition and marked its relation with the
head (master) word of the preposition. This is justified by the fact that prepositions
usually express grammar relations (say, in some languages these relations can be
expressed by grammar cases), so they are not important for lexical links. On the other
hand, the choice of a preposition is important linguistic information. Therefore, in this
case we store all three members.
We used as a baseline a method of gathering the word combinations that takes all
word pairs that are immediate neighbors (bigrams). We incorporated certain intelligence into the baseline method. Namely, after the modification, it ignores the articles
and takes into account the prepositions. Let us present an example of our analysis.
Mamá compró una torta pequeñita y un pastel con una bailarina en zapatillas de
punta. (Mother bought a little bun and a cake with a dancer in ballet-shoes.)
The following syntactic dependency tree corresponds to this sentence. The dependent words are below the headword with the horizontal shift equal to the horizontal
shift of the headword plus 1, e.g., the verb in the line 1 has dependents in the lines 2,
14, 15; the conjunction in the line 2 has dependents in the line 3 and in the line 6; etc.
Note that the words are normalizes morphologically. We used Spanish morphological analyzer described in [10].
We mark with bold the syntactic categories that are used in our grammar. They
have natural interpretation: V stands for verb, N – for noun, SG – for singular, etc. For
marking the name of syntactic relation, {} are used. Note that the name of relation is
stored with the dependent word, because the head can have several dependents. In
parenthesis (), there are the word and its lemma along with their translation into English, e.g. (compró: comprar / bought : to buy).
1 V(SG,3PRS,MEAN) ( compró: comprar / bought : to buy)
2 CONJ_C {obj} ( y: y / and : and)
3
N(SG,FEM) {coord_conj} ( torta: torta / bun : bun)
4
ADJ(SG,FEM) {mod} ( pequeñita: pequeñito / little : little)
5
ART(SG,FEM) {det} ( una: un / a : a)
6
N(SG,MASC) {coord_conj} ( pastel: pastel / cake : cake)
7
PR {prep} ( con: con / with : with)
8
N(SG,FEM) {prep} ( bailarina: bailarina / dancer : dancer)
9
PR {prep} ( con: con / with : with)
10
N(PL,FEM) {prep} ( zapatillas: zapatilla / shoes : shoe)
11
PR {prep} ( de: de / of : of)
12
N(SG,FEM) {prep} ( punta: punta / point : point)
13
ART(SG,FEM) {det} ( una: un / a : a)
14 N(SG,FEM) {subj} ( mamá: mamá / mother : mother)
15 $PERIOD ( .: .,)

The following word combinations were found in this sentence. Note that the word
combinations 4 and 7 are filtered out due to the morphological filters.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

comprar (obj) torta{Sg} (buy (obj) bun{Sg})
comprar (obj) pastel {Sg} (buy (obj) cake {Sg})
torta (mod) pequeñito (bun (mod) little)
torta (det) un (bun (det) a)
pastel (mod) [con] bailarina {Sg} (cake (mod) [with] dancer {Sg})
bailarina (mod) [con] zapatilla {Pl} (dancer (mod) [with] shoe {Pl})
bailarina (det) un (dancer (det) a)
zapatilla (mod) [de] punta {Sg} (shoe (mod) [with] point {Sg} //= ballet shoe)
comprar (subj) mamá {Sg} (buy (subj) mother {Sg})

We also store the information about morphological form of the dependent word in
some cases (number for nouns; gerund/infinitive/finite for verbs) since this information may affect the compatibility. Note that the words are normalized anyway: e.g.,
we store shoe {Pl} instead of shoes. This can be necessary for further calculation of
statistics with the possibility to take into account or ignore these morphological characteristics.

3 Experimental Results
The parsed text contains 741 words in 60 sentences. Average length of a sentence is
12.4 words. Apart, we marked syntactic relations in these sentences manually.
For the baseline, the total number of words is 588 because among 741 words there
are 153 articles and prepositions in the sentences.
The following results were obtained. The total number of correct manually marked
word combinations is 208. From these, 148 word combinations were found by our
method. At the same time, the baseline method found correctly 111 word combinations. On the other hand, our method found only 63 incorrect word combinations,
while the baseline method marked as word combinations 1175 pairs (588*2 – 1 =
1175), from which 1064 are wrong pairs (1175 – 111 = 1064).
These numbers give us the following values of precision and recall. Let us remind
that precision is the relation of the correctly found to totally found, while recall is the
relation of the correctly found to the total number that should have been found. For
our method, precision is 148 / (148+63) = 0.70 and recall is 148 / 208 = 0.71. For the
baseline method, precision is 111 / 1175 = 0.09 and recall is 111 / 208 = 0.53. It can
be seen that recall of our method is better and precision is much better than those
parameters of the baseline method.
The results of our method can be improved by developing better grammar for the
Spanish language than the grammar that we use now.

4 Conclusions
We presented a method of automatic detection of word combinations of certain types.
The method is based on the results of syntactic analysis. Syntactic and morphological
filters are used to avoid the trivial word combinations.

The method was tested for Spanish and shows better precision and recall than the
baseline bigram method that takes all word pairs that are immediate neighbors. In our
case, the baseline method was improved by ignoring the articles and processing
prepositions. The proposed method can be used for semiautomatic enrichment of
dictionaries of word combinations and allows for making it much easier and faster.
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